Heart And Hands A Midwifes
Guide To Pregnancy Birth
Elizabeth Davis
As recognized, adventure as well as experience practically
lesson, amusement, as skillfully as understanding can be
gotten by just checking out a books Heart And Hands A
Midwifes Guide To Pregnancy Birth Elizabeth Davis
next it is not directly done, you could say you will even
more around this life, on the world.
We offer you this proper as competently as simple
pretentiousness to acquire those all. We offer Heart And
Hands A Midwifes Guide To Pregnancy Birth Elizabeth
Davis and numerous books collections from fictions to
scientific research in any way. in the midst of them is this
Heart And Hands A Midwifes Guide To Pregnancy Birth
Elizabeth Davis that can be your partner.

The Book on Internal
STRESS Release R. Melvin
McKenzie 2016-05-04 With
the combination of Coach
Melvin's Dynamic
Application of Internal
Awareness(tm) (DAIA)
Method, Dr. Totton's 100day method to condition

your body's neural
pathways to establish a new
habit which then becomes
automatic, and with Dr.
Painter's method of
commited practice of Li
Family Yixingong (Standing
Meditation) to produce
profound results at the
neurological level, novices
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to advanced practitioners
gain the ability to access
your inner core, tapping
into an area that can
positively affect your overall
well-being, prevent stress
from taking hold, and give
you perpetual mentalphysical rejuvenation.
Women and Heart Disease
Jacqueline A. Eubany, M.D.
2016-07-10 Heart disease
remains the number one
killer of women in the
United States. It kills more
women than breast and lung
cancer combined. This book
aims to educate women
about heart disease, risk
factors, signs and symptoms
of a heart atack. It also
teacshes lifestyle habits that
can be adopted to prevent
heart disease.
Journey of the Awakened
Heart Jeff Fasano 2011-04
Journey of the Awakened
Heart contains messages
and lessons that provide a
road map to remember who
you are and discover your
talents and gifts. In this
process you will then realize
your passion and purpose in

this lifetime. This book gives
you the tools you need to
release old habits patterns
and rituals so you can live a
highly enjoyable and self
mastered way of life.
Finding Memphis T. A.
Vines 2017-03-03 Dustin is
a seventeen-year-old young
man who finds out that his
girlfriend, Sandy
A Guide to Midwifery
Elizabeth Davis 1983 Tells
how to become a midwife
and set up practice, and
offers information on
prenatal and postpartum
care, pregnancy and labor
complications, and assisting
at births
My Heart Is an Autumn
Garage Anne Thriault
2015-10-12 A raw, smart,
and darkly funny memoir,
My Heart Is An Autumn
Garage unapologetically
chronicles a lifelong
struggle with clinical
depression. Anne Theriault
neatly lays bare her heart,
unsparingly detailing the
naked self-loathing and selfdestructive behaviors that
led to her breakdown and
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subsequent hospitalization
at the age of twenty one.
Both an examination of the
frightening and deeply
dehumanizing treatment of
psychiatric patients and a
wry coming-of-age story,
this book deftly explores the
knife's edge between
despair and hope."
Practical Skills Guide for
Midwifery Pam Weaver
2012
Her Happy Ever After Lucy
Evanson 2016-01-12 It was
only supposed to be a short
visit. It turned into a love
affair. Melanie White is in
trouble. Young, unmarried,
with no resources to speak
of, she's forced to flee home
and hide out with her aunt
on a ranch in a western
mining town. She's just
passing through on her way
farther West, and it's a good
thing, too: she can't stand
the ranch owner. He's
rowdy, immature...and
undeniably attractive. David
Tanner has his life just the
way he likes it: he does
what he wants, when he
wants, and nobody can tell

him any different--least of
all, his former nanny's niece
Melanie, who likes books
more than people. But when
a family emergency forces
Melanie and David to work
together, she discovers that
there's more to him than
meets the eye. And he finds
out that life as a bachelor
may not be what he likes
after all. Contains mild
language and sensual
content within marriage.
Heart and Hands Elizabeth
Davis 2012 A guide for
midwives discusses the
midwife's origins and role,
and provides advice on
prenatal care, childbirth-both normal cases and those
with complications-postpartum care, entering
the profession, and
practicing as a midwife.
Orgasmic Birth Elizabeth
Davis 2010-06-08 Based on
the hit documentary that
inspired a vibrant online
community, this innovative
approach to birthing shows
women how to maximize
childbirth's emotional and
physical rewards. With
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more than 4 million babies
born in the United States
each year, too many women
experience birth as nothing
more than a routine or
painful event. In her muchpraised film Orgasmic Birth,
acclaimed filmmaker Debra
Pascali-Bonaro showed that
in fact childbirth is a natural
process to be enjoyed and
cherished. Now she joins
forces with renowned
author and activist
Elizabeth Davis to offer an
enlightening program to
help women attain the most
empowering and satisfying
birth experience possible.
While an orgasmic birth
can, for some, induce
feelings of intense, ecstatic
pleasure, it is ultimately
about taking control of
one's own body and making
the most informed decisions
to have a safe, memorable,
and joyful birth day.
Whether women choose to
give birth at home, in a
hospital, or in a birthing
center, Orgasmic Birth
provides all the necessary
tools and guidance to

design the birth plan that's
best for them. Featuring
inspiring stories from
mothers and their partners
and filled with practical
advice and solutions, this
one-of-a-kind resource is the
next frontier of natural,
intimate childbirth.
Anatomy and Physiology for
Midwives E-Book Jane Coad
2011-06-10 Anatomy &
Physiology for Midwives 3rd
edition builds on the
success of the first two
editions with electronic
ancillaries, more accessible,
woman-centred language
and strengthened links with
good practice. The book
provides a thorough review
of anatomy and physiology
applicable to midwifery,
from first principles through
to current research,
utilizing case studies for
reflection. A comprehensive
and well-illustrated
textbook that is an essential
purchase for all students of
midwifery.
Collective Manifestation
Melissa Wadsworth
2014-09-15 An ideas and
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process based book helping
individuals and groups to
follow dreams through
creation of online and
physical intentional
communities, that inspire,
innovate and contribute to
positive social change and
new realizations of love,
peace and plenty around the
globe.
Skills for Midwifery
Practice Ruth Johnson
2016-03-02 The new edition
of this highly acclaimed
step-by-step guide
continues to offer readers
with the relevant
physiology, evidence-base
and rationale for the key
midwifery skills. Authored
by experienced
practitioners and
educationalists, "Skills for
Midwifery Practice 4e "will
be ideal for all midwifery
students, both from within
the UK and worldwide.
Uscolia Gabriel Lanyi
2016-12-25
The Rhythms of Women's
Desire Elizabeth Davis
2013 This third edition of
Rhythms of Women's

Desire, a provocative and
informative book about
female sexuality and life
changes, will empower you
to understand your sexuality
in the context of your entire
lifetime. Author Elizabeth
Davis' focus on sexual
changes over time is what
makes this book unique; she
gives you insight into what
is natural at each sexual
stage and how it all fits
together in the context of a
lifetime. This book
envisages menarche (first
menstruation), childbirth,
and menopause as
transformative, biological
turning points and gives the
reader a view of what these
events have in common
hormonally and
psychologically. The new
edition has been been
updated to reflect the latest
scientific research,
including a deeper
examination of postmenopausal and postpartum
sexuality and the hormonal
imbalances caused by
xenoestrogens. Updates
also include new
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information about the link
between oxytocin,
brainwaves, and intuition —
and about how abortion,
miscarriage, and other
major losses can affect the
desire for sex, with
suggestions for healing and
a worksheet for dealing
with trauma and abuse
issues. Rhythms of Women's
Desire is a frank, personal,
and exciting journey into
female sexuality and a
helpful guide through every
stage of your life.
Ways of Knowing about
Birth Robbie Davis-Floyd
2017-10-11 There is no
other living scholar with
Davis-Floyd’s solid roots,
activism, and scholarly
achievements on the
combined subjects of
childbirth, midwifery,
obstetrics, and medicine.
Ways of Knowing about
Birth brings together an
astounding array of her
most popular and essential
works, all updated for this
volume, spanning over three
decades of research and
writing from the

perspectives of cultural,
medical, and symbolic
anthropology. The 16 essays
capture Robbie DavisFloyd’s unique voice, which
brims with wisdom,
compassion, and deep
understanding. Intentionally
cast as stand-alone pieces,
the chapters offer the
ultimate in classroom
flexibility and include
discussion questions and
recommended films.
Heart and Hands Elizabeth
Davis 2004 For over two
decades, HEART & HANDS
has been a beloved guide
for both midwives and
parents interested in the
benefits of midwifery care.
This all-new fourth edition
has been revised from start
to finish, featuring updated
material that emphasizes
independent midwifery,
physiologic (natural) birth,
and the art of
nonintervention. Midwifery
expert Elizabeth Davis
includes valuable hints for
turning breech and
posterior babies, mediating
pain in labor, and
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supporting newborn
physiology. Davis also
reveals the keys to
postpartum recovery, with
practical tips on
breastfeeding for busy
mothers. Comprehensive
and compassionate, HEART
& HANDS remains a dogeared classic for parents,
midwives, and other
birthing helpers.Thoroughly
revised and updated fourth
edition of the classic text for
midwives, also useful for
expecting parents, nurses,
childbirth educators,
doulas, and other labor
helpers.Features new
diagrams and photographs,
updated midwifery forms,
and an expanded resource
list for parents.Expanded
sections on GBS, VBAC,
gestational diabetes, and
water birth address current
controversies.Previous
editions have sold more
than 150,000 copies. "An
impressive and deeply
caring book . . . reveals a
shrewd and compassionate
sensitivity to women'¬?s
needs in pregnancy and

childbirth." -Sheila
Kitzinger, author of The
Complete Book of
Pregnancy and Birth
Molding a Mighty Grip
George F. Jowett 2013-08
Orgasmic Birth Elizabeth
Davis 2010-06-08 A guide
based on the award-winning
coauthor's documentary
explains how to render
childbirth a natural and
enjoyable experience,
counseling women on how
to take control of their
bodies and prepare a
birthing plan in accordance
with personal needs.
Original.
Perceptions Sam
Mansourou 2017-03-07
Mansourou comes out of the
gate firing and does not
relent in this criticism of
religious notions and
influence. Rather than refer
to religion in general terms
or acts in the name of
religion, Mansourou attacks
religious undertones and
what is not often looked at
in religious subtext along
with modern religious
theology for their shallow
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and vacant themes in
today's complex society.
Myles' Textbook for
Midwives E-Book Jayne E.
Marshall 2014-09-05 The
most-popular midwifery
textbook in the world! The
sixteenth edition of this
seminal textbook, Myles
Textbook for Midwives, has
been extensively revised
and restructured to ensure
that it reflects current
midwifery practice, with an
increased focus on topics
that are fundamental to
midwifery practice today.
Well illustrated to assist
visual learning Boxes
highlighting significant
information to aid study
Introduction, Aims of the
chapter and Conclusion for
each chapter References,
Further Reading and Useful
websites to promote further
learning Glossary of terms
and acronyms provide
simple definition of more
complex terminologies
Additional online resources
Over 500 multiple-choice
questions enable students
to test their knowledge

Unlabelled illustrations help
reinforce learning Full
image bank of illustrations
to make study more visual
and assist with projects. Upto-date guidance on
professional regulation,
midwifery supervision, legal
and ethical issues, risk
management and clinical
governance Recognises that
midwives increasingly care
for women with complex
health needs, in a
multicultural society
Increases confidence in
empowering women to
make appropriate choices
Looks at the dilemmas
involved in caring for
women with a raised body
mass index Chapter on
optimising care of the
perineum for women with
perineal trauma, including
those who have experienced
female genital mutilation
Additional coverage of basic
neonatal resuscitation, to
reflect the trend for
midwives to carry out the
neonatal physiological
examination Streamlined
chapters with similar
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themes and content, to
facilitate learning Full
colour illustrations now
used throughout the book,
in response to student
feedback.
What Stress Can Do Harry
L. Campbell 2014-04
Whether it's your daily
dealings at work or a
pervasive concern for your
physical safety, the stress
you regularly experience
may actually be more
harmful than the threat that
triggered it. Not only can it
lead to isolation and an
erosion of happiness, stress
can be biologically harmful,
bringing about health
issues, such as heart
disease, high blood
pressure, ulcers, and
strokes. In short,
successfully managing
stress could be nothing less
than a life-or-death
situation. Now, professional
biofeedback practitioner
Harry L. Campbell presents
"What Stress Can Do," his
unprecedented guide to the
importance of minimizing
everyday stress in order to

short-circuit its many
serious side effects. What's
more, his easy-to-implement
recommendations enable
you to do so without use of
any drugs. Recent data on
the prevalence of stress
documents that as much as
90 percent of all doctors'
office visits are related to
stress. However, with the
right skills and perspective,
you can preempt the
physical fallout from the
tolls of daily life, and gain
new mastery over your
mind. The time is right to
take a step back, breathe
easy, and once and for all
address all that ails you.
Winter Interlude Sandy
Loyd 2012-08-02 Do you
remember your mother
telling you when you were
little that you'd never meet
Mr. Right if you were
spending all your time and
energy with Mr. Wrong?
And what about the book
out a few years ago that
created such a hoopla with
the single crowd – He's Just
Not That Into You? The two
main characters in Winter
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Interlude either didn't heed
their mother's advice or
haven't read the book. Now,
add into the plot that the
two in question are enemies
who regularly run into each
other, given their current
relationships. Paul
Morrison, a hunky, blond,
financial planner, has been
putting time and energy
into winning the heart of
Kate Winter's best friend for
almost as long as Kate, a
strong willed antiques
dealer, has been dating
James Morrison, Paul's
brother. The sparks start to
fly when the two get stuck
together for a three-hour
drive to the mountains and
years of misconceptions
about each other are slowly
being wiped out. It is in the
confines of the BMW that
the two begin their journey,
taking them from being
mortal enemies to lovers.
Winter Interlude tells the
story of their adventure – of
how they finally find love.
Kate and Paul's story is the
first one in a series of four
friends caught in a time

warp. They can't move on
because they are stuck on
their idea of their perfect
dreams. But sometimes life
works in mysterious ways
and they are all forced by
circumstances to
change.Show More Show
Less
Into These Hands
Geradine Simkins 2011
Shares essays, from twentyfive midwives, that speak
directly to what really
matters to women: the right
to have safe and satisfying
births.
Building a Family Breaks
My Heart Tanika Dillard
2014-08-08 A childless
mother faces the hollowing
pain of recurrent pregnancy
loss and overwhelming
disappointment. When her
faith plummeted along with
the statistics of ever having
a child, she refused to
accept defeat. Deep within
her soul was an undying
dream of nurturing children
that compelled her to make
it a reality. Journey with
Tanika, as she goes from
the warm memories of her
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grandmother's house to the
bitter cold of the mortuary
in her quest to have a
family. You will be
captivated by the depth of
love that arises from the
ashes of pain. You will
experience her tears of
despair. You will jubilantly
celebrate the promise of
new beginnings and
accompany Tanika in
mourning painful endings.
Most importantly, you will
be encouraged to live after
the pain of loss and to love
without restraint. Building A
Family Breaks My Heart
will touch your heart,
whether you have or have
not experienced the
unspeakable pain of
miscarriage, pregnancy
loss, or stillbirth.
Secrets in the Hands of the
Beholder Emily Frazier
2017-03-06 Even when in
the darkest despair a rose
can grow! Knowing that
God is with you to offer
hope and comfort. Author
Emily Frazier life serves as
an example that after much
confusion that is hope

bestowing happiness,
peace, and fulfillment in the
mist of absolute desolation.
A rose will grow anywhere
reaffirms that all things
work together for the Glory
of God, even when you think
the secret of the beholder
would take you out in
misery. Learning to walk by
faith even when you don't
see it and reclaim your life.
Ignore the intensity of the
past feelings or your
emotions surrounding the
circumstances get ready to
encounter breakthrough
from unpleasant thought
and emotions. Reclaiming
your life requires tapping
into those painful places
that were hidden from the
forefront but it time to start
rejoicing! Fulfill your reason
for living beyond
limitations!
The Heart of a Woman Gill
Barham 2016-11-23 This
book is the ultimate guide
for women who want to live
a healthier, happier and
more fulfilling life. The
Author provides 5 simple
steps towards achieving a
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better sense of WELLBEING
and being the best version
of YOU. All too often, in our
21st century, women tend
to put other people's needs
above their own. As a
consequence, they may find
themselves either: just
living for the weekend,
becoming frustrated with a
lack of recognition for their
work or nurturing role,
feeling that the dreams they
once had are no longer
visible let alone possible or
perhaps suffering with a
decrease in confidence, a
lack of energy and vitality
or even experiencing illness
and disease. So if you want
to improve your health, gain
a better control over your
work/life balance, feel that
you are contributing to the
world and leaving a positive
legacy behind, banish
worries or concerns over
your future happiness and if
you are ready to make some
small changes towards an
easier and more fulfilled
future, then this is the book
for you.
Indigo Heart

Kind Heart Carolyn Ann
Aish 2003-09-01 King
Cyranius is a woman-hater,
and Lady Jennava hates
most men. This does not
prevent them from secretly
falling in love. But a
phantom-like masked man
towering between them
crushes loves petals before
they bloom...Royalty,
romance, mystery,
escapism¿this book has it
all. Just remember to
breathe.
Reset Michael Jones
2016-03-10 Hopelessly in a
funk with no apparent way
out, mortgage industry
veteran, Mark Stiles,
grasped desperately to the
only thing that could help:
CHANGE. For the past few
years, Mark has been stuck
in a life of mediocrity unfulfilled and simply
getting by..... Slowly, but
surely, both his personal
and professional lives have
derailed and are on a oneway track to disaster. Now,
after a chance encounter
with an old friend and
colleague in the business,
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Mark is presented with a
challenging opportunity that
can radically change his life.
A change that could not
only allow him to achieve
his dreams and provide an
abundant life for his family,
but a change that could
inject long-forgotten
purpose, meaning and
fulfillment back into his
career and very soul.
Whether you're a mortgage
veteran or a newbie to the
residential mortgage scene,
this book is possibly the
answer to your problems! It
not only provides solutions
to the issues you've faced
with loan files, but it
outlines a proven, strategic
framework for restructuring your life to
reach all the goals you've
set for yourself and achieve
unlimited success. The only
question is: are you
prepared to hit the Reset
button and change?
Every Mile Matters Moon
Joggers 2016-03-02 What
does every mile mean to
you? When you hit the
trails, the road, the track or

the treadmill, what does
each mile mean? A group of
runners and walkers from
around the world share
their stories as they let us
know what every mile
matters means to them. Get
ready to be inspired.
Shadowed Hands Donna
Hawk 2013-10-01 Darkness
has come to Earth, invited,
but without Clarie and
Patrick's knowledge. It isn't
until Clarie comes face-toface with the Darkness that
she realizes the danger
their beloved Earth world is
in. Their fates lie in the
shadow realm of Mortgatha,
the home of Darkness. They
must help Joseph fight the
deadly Shadowed Hands;
their actions are governed
by a centuries old myth that
has taken young people who
are innocent of the dark
realm. With the assistance
of an indigenous Light
creature, they cause a chain
of events that could destroy
the hands of Darkness
forever or deny Clarie and
her friends any chance of
returning to their beloved
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Earth world.
Women's Sexual Passages
Elizabeth Davis 2000 As
women become more
attuned to their bodies they
become more self-aware,
and with this self-awareness
comes a greater desire for
meaningful intimacy.
Elizabeth Davis empowers
women to take control of
their sexuality by blending
lessons on physicality,
emotion, intuition, creativity
and spirituality.
The Midwife's Labour and
Birth Handbook Vicky
Chapman 2018-02-05 Praise
for the previous edition:
“…An outstanding
handbook. It will be a
familiar volume on most
midwifery bookshelves,
providing an excellent guide
to midwifery focused care of
both woman and child in the
birthing setting.” - Nursing
Times Online Providing a
practical and
comprehensive guide to
midwifery care, The
Midwife’s Labour and Birth
Handbook continues to
promote best practice and a

safe, satisfying birthing
experience with a focus on
women-centred care.
Covering all aspects of care
during labour and birth,
from obstetric emergencies
to the practicalities of
perineal repair (including
left-hand suturing), the
fourth edition has been fully
revised and updated to
include: Full colour
photographs of kneeling
extended breech and
footling breech births New
water birth and breech
water birth photographs
Female genital mutilation
Sepsis Group B
streptococcus Care of the
woman with diabetes
/Neonatal hypoglycaemia
Mental health
Seeding/microbirthing It
also addresses important
issues such as: Why are the
numbers of UK women
giving birth in stirrups
RISING rather than falling?
Why are so few preterm
babies given bedside
resuscitation with the cord
intact? Would the creation
of midwife breech
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practitioners/specialists
enable more women to
choose vaginal breech birth
and is breech water birth
safe? What is the legal
position for women who
choose to free birth – and
their birth partners? Why
are midwives challenging
the OASI care bundle?
Incorporating research,
evidence and anecdotal
observations, The Midwife’s
Labour and Birth Handbook
remains an essential
resource for both student
midwives and experienced
practising midwives.
The Guide to Winning
Elections C. Douglas
Conlan 2013-06-21 A
practical, hands on guide to
getting involved in the
political process from the
precinct to the general
election. The Guide covers
organization, fundraising,
public relations, on and
offline candidate and issue
promotion, social and
mobile media and overall
campaign strategy. The
Guide is perfect for the
novice and the professional

political activist or potential
candidate or campaign
worker. If you are
interested in being
successfully involved in
politics, advocating an issue
or running for office you
must read this book!
Mainstreaming Midwives
Robbie Davis-Floyd
2012-12-06 Providing
insights into midwifery, a
team of reputable
contributors describe the
development of nurse- and
direct-entry midwifery in
the United States, including
the creation of two new
direct-entry certifications,
the Certified Midwife and
the Certified Professional
Midwife, and examine the
history, purposes,
complexities, and the
political strife that has
characterized the evolution
of midwifery in America.
Including detailed case
studies, the book looks at
the efforts of direct-entry
midwives to achieve
legalization and licensure in
seven states: New York,
Florida, Michigan, Iowa,
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Virginia, Colorado, and
Massachusetts with varying
degrees of success.
Little Book of Light Anna
Lieb 2014-02-06 An
inspirational and handy
book of consciousness and
love. Bring it with you on
your daily journey for
happiness everywhere you
go.
A Midwife in Amish Country
Kim Woodard Osterholzer
2018-04-30 Kim
Osterholzer, a midwife
who's caught over 500
babies since 1993, ushers
readers behind the doors of
Amish homes as she
recounts her lively,
entertaining, and lifechanging adventures
learning the heart and art
and craft of midwifery. In A
Midwife in Amish Country,
Kim chronicles the
escapades of her nine-year
apprenticeship grappling
with the nuance and
idiosyncrasies of homebirth
as she tagged along after
the woman who helped her
birth her own babies at
home. With drama and

insight, she recounts the
beauty and painstaking
effort of those early years
spent catching babies next
to crackling woodstoves, by
oil lamp and lantern light,
and in farmhouses powered
by windmills for running
water and sporting
outhouses for the
unmentionables. She found
herself catching babies born
into leaky wading pools and
through howling snow
storms: huge babies, tiny
babies, breech babies, and
twin babies. Some births
kept her from home for days
on end, others she missed
by heart-pounding seconds,
yet every birth enthralled
her, whether halting
hemorrhages, sharing
breath with tiny lungs, or
bouncing through wild rides
in ambulances. Too many
times to count, Kim
stumbled home feeling
overwhelmed and
inadequate, yet as she
strained against her
misgivings, self-doubts, and
seemingly insurmountable
challenges, those intimate,
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sacred moments
transformed her as time
after time she rocked back
upon her heels to soak in
the spellbinding magic of
hearty cries filling the
air–the cries of brand-new
lives with newly expanding
lungs, of hardy men with
overflowing hearts, of lifebearing women with the
reward of their labors filling
their arms–a harmony of
cries that mingled with
Kim's own and that,
together, rose heavenward
from rumpled beds speckled
and splattered with the
sweat, tears, and blood of
those births. The very beds
of those conceptions
became sacred spaces
awash with love and joy and
gratitude. She persevered,
and her experiences
became profoundly
empowering as she
unearthed the foundation
and cornerstone of true
midwifery–how to use her
heart as well as her hands
to serve, and to serve in the
simplest of womanly ways--stroking, smoothing, wiping,

tidying, nourishing,
comforting, hearing,
encouraging, validating, and
witnessing. Slowly, steadily,
Kim learned to play her part
as midwife to the Amish–her
part in a symphony of
inimitable women–a single,
piping strain among the
melodies of those skilled,
focused, strong, and
harmonious–women
unflagging in their passion
to welcome new lives earthside effectively and gently.
And at last, tried and tested,
Kim took her rightful place
among them.
A Book for Midwives Susan
Klein 2007
Heart Men Ophelia Lewis
2011-04-19 A story of LOVE,
RITUAL KILLINGS and
JUSTICE.
Writer/Publisher/Humanitar
ian Ophelia S. Lewis takes
readers on an intimate
journey into the lives of
Heart Robbers and Heart
Breakers. This riveting tale
chronicles the journey of RJ,
an Atlanta Lawyer, from the
U.S. to Liberia in order to
defend his father against a
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Ritual Killing accusation.
Along the way he is exposed
to secrets that took place in
his father's native country
of Liberia as well as in his
own family. The main

character, RJ, introduces
readers to many of the
issues that plague nations
around the world; as well as
many of the hopes and
dreams they share.
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